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Client Overview

The University of Georgia’s Grady College of Journalism and Terry College’s Music 
Business Certificate Program partnered in an effort to launch a brand new, annual 
networking event for UGA students called ‘Tour Stop: Nashville.’ Grady College has been 
a UGA staple for over a century, educating students interested in journalism, advertising, 
public relations and beyond. Terry College’s Music Business Certificate Program is geared 
toward students with an interest in working professionally in the music business. Facul-
ty and students from both programs created Tour Stop as a way to provide UGA students 
interested in the music business with lessons and tools on how to navigate the 
industry. Merging the specialties of both colleges, the event offers opportunities for 
students interested in any aspect of the music business, from promoting an artist, to how 
technological innovations evolve over time and influence the industry. 

Tour Stop is centered around the entertainment and music industry of various U.S. cities, 
providing students with a platform to gain expertise and insight into the music industry 
that thrives there. The idea of Tour Stop came about as a way to allow students to network 
with industry experts of various cities, without having to leave campus or plan a costly and 
time-consuming trip. This year, 2018, was Tour Stop’s inaugural event, featuring the 
‘Music City’ of Nashville, Tennessee. The symposium featured multiple panels of industry 
professionals working in Nashville and Athens, illustrating how the different facets of the 
industry work together. As this was Tour Stop’s inaugural event, we were faced with the 
challenge of promoting and establishing the brand among our target market, which we 
will soon define. Throughout this process, we utilized social media, direct marketing, and 
public relations techniques to generate awareness and interest among UGA’s student body. 
This provided us with the ability to build the brand of Tour Stop from the ground up. Our 
goal was to promote Tour Stop as a convenient and useful tool for students to engage with 
music and entertainment industry professionals, and grow appeal to students who may 
return for next year’s symposium. 

Brand Statement
Original

For UGA students, Tour Stop: Nashville is the one annual networking event that offers an 
inside look into the music industry of featured cities across the nation. Tour Stop provides 
engaging and multi-dimensional opportunities to learn from industry professionals and 
UGA alumni working in the music business, presented in a way that is accessible and 
affordable. 

Overview tour stop

tour stop
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Revised

Tour Stop is a unique networking experience geared towards UGA students in Grady 
College and the Terry Music Business Program who are interested in the music industry, 
providing engaging and multi-dimensional opportunities to learn from industry 
professionals and UGA alumni presented in an accessible and affordable manner.

Overview tour stop
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goals, Objectives and tactics

Campaign Objective

The objective of this campaign is to promote Tour Stop as the best event of the year for 
UGA students interested in the music industry.

I. Goal 1

Establish awareness of Tour Stop among students and faculty on UGA’s campus.

 A. Objective 1

 Disseminate information about Tour Stop through outlets within Grady College, 
 Terry College, Lamar Dodd School of Art and other relevant organizations. 

   1. Create social media accounts on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram to  
   promote and cross-promote until the event on March 23rd, 2018.

   2. Promote the event through Grady and Terry email listservs and   
   newsletters, as well as posters around campus until the event on March  
   23rd, 2018.

   3. To send out two press releases to be featured in campus new out 
   lets, such as WUOG and The Red and Black, by the event on March  
   23rd, 2018.

II. Goal 2

Sell out tickets to Tour Stop and fill Studio 100 to maximum occupancy.

 A. Objective 1

 Sell 100 tickets by the day of the event on March 23rd, 2018.
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Target Audience

Audience

Tour Stop’s target audience consists exclusively of University of Georgia students. We spe-
cifically targeted students from the Grady College of Journalism and Mass 
Communication, the Terry College of Business (specifically the Music Business Certificate 
Program), Hugh Hodgson School of Music, Lamar Dodd School of Art and the UGA School 
of Law. 

  1. Promote ticket sales through all three social media channels until   
  March 23rd, 2018

  2. Set up informational tables with flyers at various locations across   
  campus to solicit ticket sales at least three times throughout the course   
  the campaign until March 23, 2018.

  3. Speak in at least 10 Grady and Terry classes throughout the the    
  course of the campaign until March 23, 2018.

III. Goal 3

Build a sizable following of our target audience on all of the Tour Stop social media 
accounts.

 A. Objective 1

 Reach an average of 100 followers and 20 likes per post on Facebook, Twitter and  
 Instagram by March 23rd, 2018.
 
  1. Host a ‘VIP Ticket Giveaway’ on Instagram to build hype and 
  awareness surrounding the event, generating an increase in followers   
  and engagement.
  
  2. Post relevant gifs, polls and tweets for followers to stay up to date and 
  interact with Tour Stop.

  3. Post graphics and polls on Facebook allowing followers to interact with the  
  Tour Stop page. 

Overview tour stop

tour stop
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Our target audience was reached primarily through social media, posters displayed around 
campus and direct marketing efforts, including hosting informational tables with flyers and 
speaking in classes. We were not only targeting students who are inclined towards working 
in the music business, but students of all backgrounds who may want to learn more about 
the industry and network with professionals.

focus

Tour Stop provides UGA students with the unique opportunity to learn about the music 
industry and network with industry professionals from the comfort of their own campus. 
The overall focus of Tour Stop is to help propel students into the music industry, through 
the creation of a platform where students can make strong connections and learn how to 
begin their journey into the industry. This year’s focus is on the music industry in 
Nashville, Tennessee. Speakers from both Nashville and Athens were grouped into four 
panels featuring the various topics of technology, law, students and PR/ branding. Keynote 
speaker John King, a UGA graduate and musician living and working in Nashville, shared 
his expertise in the industry and his story of going from student to star. UGA professors 

Overview tour stop

tour stop

Why Tour Stop?

Networking Opportunity

With multiple schools choreographing this event and professionals attending from both 
Nashville and Athens, opportunities for networking will abound.

Information Station

This event will feature professionals discussing a wide range of topics, from the logistics of 
law to the best methods of getting your foot in the door of the music industry, giving stu-
dents helpful knowledge to kickstart post-graduation careers.

Comfort of Campus 

The essence of the Nashville music business will be accessible for students to experience 
directly from Grady College on the University of Georgia campus.

Affordable Action

With prices ranging from $10 to $25, students are offered one-of-a-kind networking and 
learning opportunities, not to mention breakfast and lunch, at a price that won’t hurt their 
pockets.
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Skill-Set Acquisition

With creative minds from Nashville and beyond gathered to speak and meet with students, 
this is a great opportunity for students to gain skill-sets for their futures.

Decision Maker

For students who may not know what field they would like to work in after graduation, this 
event provides an inside look into an exciting industry that could be the right fit for them. 

Overview tour stop
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Publics

primary 

secondary

tertiary

i. University of Georgia Students

i. music business students

i. grady college students

ii. terry college students

iii. hugh hodgson school of music students

iv. lamar dodd school of art students

research

In order to accurately assess our audience and reach the correct demographics of UGA 
that would be interested in attending Tour Stop, research had to be conducted before 
hand. Our research team worked to understand any similar events that had occurred on 
campus before Tour Stop, create surveys to send out to prospective attendees as well as 
understand what our targeted audience would want to gain from attending Tour Stop. 
With this information readily available, our team would be able to frame Tour Stop as a 
unique networking event unlike anything UGA’s campus has ever experienced before. This 
research phase also proved useful as it would help us decide during evaluation what infor-
mation gained from research could have been used more to help make decisions regard-
ing the types of panels included, ticket prices and the length of the event, which were all 
hiccups faced leading up to the event. 

research tour stop

tour stop
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Advertising = 464

Public Relations = 423 

Journalism = 442 

Entertainment & Media Studies = 291 

Pre-Business = 3,233 

Bachelor of Business Administration = 4,096

Music Business Certificate Program = 100 - 200

1,620
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student population by college

4Hugh Hodgson School of Music 

5lamar dodd school of art 1000
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1Undergraduate Population: 27,951

 Men: 15,884 

 Women: 12,067 

University of Georgia 
Demographics

11

primary 

secondary

tertiary

i. music business students
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Nashville Demographics

6Nashville, Tennessee is known for its rich musical roots dating back to the early 1950’s. 
Through the years Nashville has been able to maintain its name as “Music City” as its music 
scene continues to thrive making it one of the top destinations in the country for music 
lovers and those looking to break into the music scene. In fact, according to a study con-
ducted by the Nashville Chamber of Congress, Nashville generates over one billion dollars 
in revenue per year. In addition to this, this same study found that for every one thousand 
working age adults (20-64) there are at least 7.8 jobs available within the music industry 
which is less than Los Angeles, California with 2.8 and Austin, Texas with 2.6 music indus-
try careers per one thousand residents. As Nashville is most known for its country music, it 
also continues to be a hub for a variety of genes as well. Nashville is home to Ocean Way 
recording studio that has recorded songs for some the top artists in the industry including 
Beyonce. Nashville is a promising destination for young, rising artists and producers as it 
holds plenty of opportunities for people to showcase their talents making it the perfect city 
of focus for the first Tour Stop event at UGA.

The current population of Nashville is 624,261 with the median age being 33. The median 
age of Nashville is 11% lower than the median age of the state of Tennessee and 33% of the 
population are made up of minorities. 35% of current Nashville residents were born outside 
of the state making it a promising city to relocate to.

Expected Growth of Nashville

Nashville, TN is ranked among one of the top 100 places to live in the United States and 
has a relatively low cost of living. Nashville’s population and economic growth is projected 
to double by the year of 2035.

7For the class of 2016, Nashville was listed as one of the top 10 out-of-state destinations 
for graduates.

 

research tour stop

tour stop
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SWOT Analysis

strengths
 

opportunities
 

weaknesses

threats

research tour stop

tour stop

Tour Stop is a unique music business 
networking event that packages a wide 
array of topics and information sessions 
into a full day of learning for students.

The event eliminates the need for 
students to travel to far away cities to 
learn about the music industry by 
bringing professionals right to campus 
for their convenience. 

With the backing of the Grady College 
and Terry’s MBUS program, Tour Stop is 
able to leverage the classes and prestige 
of both schools to promote itself.

Tour Stop exclusively focuses on the 
music business industry which may 
deter students who are not interested in 
that field from coming. 

The inaugural event featured the city of 
Nashville, known widely for its country 
music scene, a niche which may not 
attract as many students.

A tight budget limits the production 
value on the day of the event. This 
weakness is not related to content. 
 
Ticket price proved to be a barrier for 
many potential attendees. 

While there are other networking events 
on campus, Tour Stop can present itself 
as a premium event, featuring exclusive 
opportunities and entertainment 
otherwise not possible without paid 
admission.

Future installments of Tour Stop can 
explore different markets across the 
country, further expanding its reach and 
reputation on campus.

Tour Stop has the ability to help grow 
the Terry MBUS program as well as draw 
in students within Grady who may be 
interested in music business but are 
pursuing other certificates.

There are an abundance of free 
networking events taking place across 
campus throughout the semester, 
possibly swaying students from spend-
ing money on Tour Stop.

Scheduling the event during regular 
class hours presents challenges for 
some students wishing to attend. 

The PRSA Georgia Annual Conference 
took place on the same day as Tour 
Stop.
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Pre-Survey

• Which UGA college or school are you associated with?
• Have you ever participated in a networking event or career fair?
• Which panel topics are of interest? (Branding, John King, Law, Student Networking and 

Technology)
• Are you interested in relocating to Nashville after graduation?
• Are you interested in working in the music or entertainment industry?
• What would you like to learn from this networking experience?
• Which ticket type would you be interested in purchasing for Tour Stop?
• What is your payment preference when making purchases on campus?
• Would you be interested in purchasing a Tour Stop event t-shirt or limited edition post-

er?
• Are you interested in attending John King’s concert later that evening at the 40 Watt?
• Which UGA or area organizations would you like to see represented in our vendor area? 

(PRSSA, SELS, PESA, etc.)

Results were obtained from a Google Form.

Which UGA college or school are you associated with?

0 10 20 30 40

Terry College
Grady College 

Hugh Hodgson
Lamar Dodd

SPIA
College of Agriculture

Franklin College

9 (20.5%)

34 (77.3%)

1 (4.5%)

1 (2.3%)

1 (2.3%)

1 (2.3%)

1 (2.3%)

have you ever participated in a networking event or career fair?

0 10 20 30 40

Yes, at UGA

Yes, In-State

Yes, Out-of-State

No

29 (65.9%)

1 (2.3%)

2 (4.5%)

14 (31.8%)

research tour stop

tour stop
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are you interested in working in the music or entertainment industry?

0 10 20 30 40

Yes

No

Possibly

26 (59.1%)

6 (13.6%)

12 (27.3%)

please check all panel topics that are of interest to you.

Are you interested in relocating to nashville after graduation?

0 10 20 30 40

Branding

John King (Recording Artist)

Law

Student Networking

Technology

Songwriting/Production

38 (81.8%)

14 (31.8%)

16 (36.4%)

37 (84.1%)

16 (36.4%)

1 (2.3%)

Yes
No
Possibly

59.1%

34.1%
6.8%

research tour stop

tour stop
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what would you like to learn from this networking experience?
How to afford to live in Nashville right out of college.

How to effectively market yourself to employers.

How to make connections with students and professionals.

How to build connections to apply for jobs.

The different ways to get involved in the music industry.

More about becomming an entertainment lawyer and the ins and outs of the music industry.

Different career opportunities in the music industry and how to ‘get your foot in the door.’

Information on a career in the music industry, specifically from a public relations standpoint.

Job opportunities in the law and PR fields.

What opportunities are available and how I can make the best of them.

General knowledge about Nashville’s music business and networking.

What a risk management major can do in the music industry.

Which ticket type would you be interested in purchasing for tour stop?

What is your payment preference when making purchases on campus?

$10 General Admission
$15 Reserved Seating
$25 VIP

Credit Card
Paypal
Venmo
Cash
No Preference

18.2%

54.5%

18.2%

9.1%

63.6%

29.5%
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would you be interested in purchasing a Tour Stop event t-shirt or limited edition 
poster?

Yes
No

68.2%

31.8%

Which UGA or area organizations would you like to see represented in our vendor area?

0 10 20 30 40

PRSSA

SELS

PESA

Lamar Dodd Ambassadors 

Flagpole

Nuci’s Space

ATHfest

Wildwood Revival

Zero Mile and 40 Watt Club

Always PRSSA

Red & Black

31 (70.5%)

8 (18.2%)

16 (36.4%)

7 (15.9%)

9 (20.5%)

14 (31.8%)

24 (54.5%)

7 (15.9%)

1 (2.3%)

1 (2.3%)

1 (2.3%)
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Website Overview

TourStopUGA.com is the ultimate hub for all things Tour Stop. At launch, the website 
featured 5 tabs: Schedule, Speakers, Sponsors, News, Team and Contact Us. Once tickets 
were released to the public, ‘Purchase Tickets’ became the 6th tab to go live on the site. 

Schedule

The ‘Schedule’ tab was utilized as a calendar for the event. Everything from the ‘Morning 
Mic Check’ to the ‘Headliner’ was listed on this page in detail. 

Speakers

The ‘Speakers’ tab allowed for visitors to familiarize themselves with the panelists before 
the event. Each panelist had a personal biography and headshot. The panelists were also 
organized by the panel in which they were speaking on. 

Sponsors

The ‘Sponsors’ tab allowed our team to publicly recognize each sponsor for their contribu-
tions to the event. 

News

The ‘News’ tab served as a blog-type web page. We ran features on moderators and panel-
ists alike, allowing visitors familiarize themselves with them.

Contact Us

The ‘Contact Us’ tab featured our contact information so that we could assist anyone with 
questions or needs as quickly as possible.

Purchase Tickets

The ‘Purchase Tickets’ tab featured a detailed FAQ so that we could answer questions 
about the event before they were even asked. We wanted to simplify this process as much 
as possible and the FAQ proved to be a successful way of doing that. This page also fea-
tured ticket replicas that would link a buyer to the check-out. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 26, 2018
   

Music City Meets the Classic City
The University of Georgia hosts a networking event for students

 
ATHENS, Ga. – Tour Stop: Nashville will feature the bustling music industry of Nashville, Ten-
nessee, providing University of Georgia students with a platform to learn and network with 
industry professionals and UGA alumni without stepping foot off campus. 

Tour Stop: Nashville will be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday, March 23, 2018. The event 
will be hosted in Studio 100 of Grady College, and all UGA students are invited to purchase 
a ticket and join in on the opportunity. Attendees of the event will be provided with lunch 
and an inside look into several aspects of the ever-changing landscape of the music busi-
ness in Nashville.
 
Combining the efforts of Grady College of Journalism, Terry College of Business, Hugh 
Hodgson School of Music, and the Sports and Entertainment Law Society, the University of 
Georgia is orchestrating this day dedicated to providing students with information about 
the music industry and an opportunity to network with Music City and Classic City profes-
sionals. John King, a country music singer/songwriter and UGA graduate, will be featured 
as a keynote speaker to present his tale of climbing the music industry ladder. Four panels 
of professionals will discuss the topics of branding, law, technology and PR, subjects that 
weave together to create the cloth of the music business. 
 
“We’re bringing Nashville to Athens, and offering it in a way that is affordable and acces-
sible to the largest amount of students,” noted Kim Landrum, Grady professor and one of 
the minds behind Tour Stop: Nashville. With prices ranging from $10 to $25, this event is an 
affordable opportunity for students who are searching for network opportunities and infor-
mation about the music industry, advertising, branding, communications and law.
 
Tickets for Tour Stop: Nashville will go on sale February 21, 2018. Learn how to purchase 
tickets and about ticket availability at www.tourstopuga.com. For more information con-
cerning the event, follow @tourstopuga on Instagram and Twitter.

About Tour Stop: Nashville: All roads lead back to Athens! Tour Stop is a student-oriented fo-
rum designed to bridge the gap between students and the music industry. Every year the 
event will highlight different cities around the United States, giving students the opportuni-
ty to network and learn about the music business of the area.

###

Contact:  Kim Landrum
Phone:    706-248-4757
Email:      klandrum@uga.edu
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 5, 2018

Tour Stop: Nashville Was a Resounding Success
UGA’s inaugural music business networking event brought professionals to students

 
ATHENS, Ga. – Tour Stop: Nashville was held on Friday, March 23rd, providing University of 
Georgia students with a platform to learn and network with industry professionals and UGA 
alumni without stepping foot off campus.
 
Tour Stop: Nashville was held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday, March 23, 2018. The event 
was hosted in Studio 100 of Grady College, and all UGA students were invited to purchase 
a ticket and join in on the opportunity. Attendees of the event were provided with break-
fast, lunch and an inside look into several aspects of the ever-changing landscape of the 
music business in Nashville. “I am thrilled that we were able to offer this opportunity to 
students,” stated Kim Landrum, UGA professor and the event’s primary organizer. “We knew 
the concept was different but hoped that by bringing Nashville to Athens, we could provide 
students with a meaningful experience free from travel and expense.”
 
Tour Stop: Nashville consisted of four informational panels led by professionals from a di-
verse set of careers in the music industry. These panels covered entertainment law, tech-
nology, student networking and promotion. John King, a country music singer/songwriter 
and UGA graduate of the music business program, was featured as a keynote speaker to 
present his tale of climbing the music industry ladder. 

More than 100 student attendees were given the chance to interact and network with the 
professionals at the conclusion of each panel. Live music was provided between panels by 
music business students. As Landrum puts it, “As an organizer, the best part of Tour Stop 
was watching and listening to the organic dialogue between students and professionals 
that took place in between panels. The energy in the room was palpable and I feel certain 
students left with a better understanding of the industry as a whole.”
 
About Tour Stop: Nashville: All roads lead back to Athens! Tour Stop is a student-oriented fo-
rum designed to bridge the gap between students and the music industry.  

###

Contact:  Kim Landrum
Phone:    706-248-4757
Email:      klandrum@uga.edu
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8Red and Black 
UGA PRSSA holds first ever Tour Stop event

The first annual Tour Stop event occurred at The University of Georgia March 23. Com-
prised of four panels and a discussion with country artist and UGA alum John King, the 
event focused on multiple facets of the music industry. This year called “Tour Stop: Nash-
ville,” the event brought some of Nashville to Athens by engaging speakers from both cities 
and provided a practical step to connecting with music professionals in Nashville.

Running from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., the event provided a day of knowledge and networking.
Attendee Madeline Schindler, a sophomore with an intended-journalism major, went to all 
of the panels and said she enjoyed the technology panel the most. This panel discussed 
topics like connecting and branding oneself through social media and the choice in re-
cording to not use technology like Auto-Tune.

“I would definitely recommend it to anyone that has any interest whatsoever in music even 
if they’re not interested in working in the industry,” Schindler said of “Tour Stop: Nashville.” 
Schindler said seeing the working parts of the music industry was very interesting.

Another one of the panels at the event was the Student Networking Panel which featured 
four UGA graduates that had been involved in the Music Business Certificate Program and 
now work in or with the Nashville music scene. This panel ran through a series of questions 
about the panelists’ paths to their current jobs in the music industry and advice for the stu-
dents in attendance wanting to work in it.

One theme the panelists stressed was building relationships.

“It’s all about connections,” Tim Lane (Farris, Self & More, LLC) said. Lane said that forming 
relationships organically and remembering that first impressions are important, but that the 
follow-up is more so, is important in the music industry.

Fellow panelist Rachel Kopp said she didn’t realize at first that working in the music indus-
try was a realistic goal. Kopp, who was originally considering moving to New York, now 
works at Red Light Management in Nashville. She advised “be open to any opportunity,” 
and “go with the flow – would’ve saved a lot of worry.”

The panelists also emphasized soaking up the opportunities and resources available at 
UGA like through class and the career center. They also told the students in attendance 
that even though it can be difficult to land your first job or get your foot in the door to not 
be discouraged because your skills are valuable and you can be successful if you want it 
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enough and work hard for it. After the panel, Kopp, Lane, and the other two panelists Kevin 
Cregge and Kirby Smith were eager to speak to attendees one-on-one.

King also said that his favorite part of being in music is connecting with people through 
music.

“It’s such a powerful thing. I want to be a part of that,” King said.

King also described “Tour Stop: Nashville” as a “home-run” with the information and op-
portunity for making connections it offers.

“I wish that this would’ve been here when I was here a few years ago because it’s so infor-
mative to be talking one-on-one with the people who actually work in the industry, and I 
really don’t think it gets any better than that as far as learning what to really expect,” King 
said.

John King performed at The 40 Watt Club later that night to an enthusiastic crowd. King’s 
exuberance onstage made the show enjoyable for any lover of music regardless of genre 
preference.

In addition to playing his released music and covering songs from a variety of genres in-
cluding Walk The Moon’s “Shut Up and Dance” and Tom Petty’s “I Won’t Back Down,” King 
played an original song he’d never played live before and will be released in April. King’s 
passion for performing radiated from the stage, and his genuine personality shone through.
Special moments in the night included King giving a hyped up fan in the front row one of 
his merch baseball caps, bringing a young boy onstage to dance with him and getting into 
the crowd during his cover of “Uptown Funk.”

Claire Taylor, a UGA senior and public relations major, helped spearhead “Tour Stop: Nash-
ville.”

“I think the goal was to kind of show as many students as possible how all the different 
roles in the music industry work together,” Taylor said.

In the future, Taylor said she hopes the event branches into other sectors of the music in-
dustry, rotates panel topics and shifts focus to different cities year to year.

King also described “Tour Stop: Nashville” as a “home-run” with the information and op-
portunity for making connections it offers.

Anna Hass - Senior Staff Writer
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30-Sec PSA
Tour Stop: Nashville Script

Music City Meets the Classic City

Are you a UGA student interested in the music business? Tour Stop: Nashville is the 
networking event for you, designed to give students a chance to hear from music 
professionals and successful UGA graduates working in the field. Don’t miss out on this 
opportunity to get ahead and get inspired! Tour Stop will be held on March 23 from 9am 
to 4pm in Studio 100 of Grady College. Tickets are limited and moving fast, so grab yours 
while you can at www.tourstopuga.com.

About Tour Stop: Nashville: All roads lead back to Athens! Tour Stop is a student-oriented fo-
rum designed to bridge the gap between students and the music industry. Every year the 
event will highlight different cities around the United States, giving students the opportuni-
ty to network and learn about the music business of the area.

###

reflection

In addition to these efforts, there were also more opportunities to get press to our various 
audiences including a higher volume of press releases written and distributed and more 
emphasis on traditional media such as radio and local newspapers. We also had more 
opportunities to get Tour Stop graphics and flyers displayed in email listservs sent out to 
relevant organizations with an interest in attending Tour Stop.

Contact:  Kim Landrum
Phone:    706-248-4757
Email:      klandrum@uga.edu
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Overall Goal

Our goal for social media was to have a consistent stream of content being produced and 
posted on all social media accounts for the client every day. In an effort to do this effec-
tively, we created a social media calendar that includes any copy, graphics and links, to be 
posted on each platform on specific days and at specific times. These were tailored to our 
audience’s social media activity on each platform.

Social media Calendar

Below is a small snapshot of the social media calendar that our team utilized throughout 
the semester. For each day, we seperated the three accounts to specifically tailor content 
to each social media network. In black are the captions that our social media team created 
for the graphic on the right.

snapshot of
Tuesday, Feb. 13 

“Learn how to make your mark on the 

music industry at Tour Stop: Nashville 

#TidbitTuesday”

 

“Learn how to make your mark on the 

music industry at Tour Stop: Nashville. 

#TidbitTuesday”

“Come learn more about how legal matters like music licensing and copyright affect the music 

industry at Tour Stop: Nashville on March 23rd! #TidbitTuesday #TourStopUGA 

#MusicCityxClassicCity”

“
#tidbittuesday

Warner Music Group collects approximately 
$2 million a year in licensing fees for the song 
“Happy Birthday To You.”‘Tour Stop UGA’

@Tourstopuga

@Tourstopuga
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Social media Analytics
Followers - Start of Campaign

 ` = 0

  = 0

  = 0

Followers - end of campaign

 ` = 71

  = 43

  = 315

Followers - by month

  jan =  36
  Feb = 24
  Mar = 11

  jan =  31
  Feb = 6
  Mar = 6

  jan = 80
  Feb = 150
  Mar =  85

Instagram featured our largest 
follower growth in a one month 
period. Our account gained 150 
followers, largely due to our ‘VIP 
Ticket Giveaway.’In
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content and copywriting

Social tour stop

tour stop

On Twitter we found that posts that include graphics and GIFs receive 
the most impressions and engagements from our followers. As we 
continued with this content we found that our posts were beginning 
to gain more exposure when retweeted by other large organizations 
within Grady College and Terry College. In addition to these posts, the 
Twitter polls that we created also gained us significant engagement 
from our followers as they were able to give us feedback on certain 
topics pertaining to Tour Stop. 

On Facebook we found that videos, including going live, received the 
most engagement and likes from our followers. In addition to this our 
#FeatureFriday posts also performed well in terms of engagements. 
We decided to continue this trend throughout the campaign and saw 
steady increases in the amount of people reached with our posts 
during the weeks leading up to Tour Stop. 

The posts that performed the best on Instagram featured photos of 
recognizable places, like the Arch, the Georgia Theater and Terry Col-
lege, as well as recognizable people, like fellow students and profes-
sors. Using hashtags, locations and tagging other campus organiza-
tions also helped to boost our Instagram engagement. Holding a VIP 
ticket giveaway was useful in helping us gain followers and exposure 
more quickly to build up interest and awareness about our brand 
leading up to the launch of ticket sales.
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top media posttop post
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highest reachhighest engagement
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snapchat filter metrics

Social tour stop

tour stop

Swipes
Uses

Views
Usage

 

1.9K
129
2.6K
7 percent

 

the snapchat filter was utilized 
throughout the tour stop event.

In
si

gh
t
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developing content

Developing a social media presence from scratch across three different platforms – Insta-
gram, Facebook and Twitter – was a tremendous challenge in and of itself. After much trial 
and error, our team was able to refine Tour Stop’s brand image according to our client’s 
vision, and perfect ways to communicate this brand through both verbal and visual content 
on social media. 

Our social media process began with an initial uncertainty about the direction to go in with 
content creation. Since we had to create content for an event that had never happened 
before, it was difficult to come up with relevant visual content. Our immediate instinct was 
to start by finding photos related to Nashville and music through resources like Creative 
Commons. We were soon corrected by our client, being informed that placing too much 
of a focus on “Nashville” could be misleading to our audience. It was our job to let students 
know that this event was intended for anyone interested in entering the music business in 
any city. “Nashville” was just this year’s theme and the home of some of our guest speakers, 
including our keynote speaker and UGA grad John King! 

One of our first decisions regarding social media branding was deciding our handle. We 
chose to use “tourstopuga” for each of our social media handles because we wanted 
students to be able to easily associate us with the university. For visuals, we were provided 
with a couple of InDesign and Photoshop files of graphics that followed the same theme 
of the main Tour Stop poster. Over the months leading up to the event, our two “creative” 
team members, Sean and Jordan, learned different ways to rearrange the various elements 
of the files to create new graphics. We used graphics to share important messages with our 
followers, such as ticket prices or new sponsorships, and to create a cohesive and recog-
nizable brand image. 

In order to make it easier to plan content for each day of the week and have more con-
sistency with the kind of content being posted, we decided to assign certain themes or 
hashtags to various days of the week. For instance, on Monday’s, we often posted shout 
outs about our sponsors include Taziki’s, Marti’s at Midday and Cox Media Group. Tues-
days were “#TidbitTuesday,” where we post a graphic with an interesting statistic or piece 
of information about the music industry; doing this allowed us to add a more educational 
element to our content! On Thursdays, we would post a “#TBT” about the music scene 
in Athens. We would also use this opportunity to talk about our sponsors at the Georgia 
Theatre and the 40 Watt Club, since they have a lot of interesting history as Athens mu-
sic venues. Fridays were dedicated to introducing our panel speakers, and would use the 
hashtag “FeatureFriday,” to get our followers excited about the panelists they would be 
hearing from. In order to facilitate our social media process we created a social media 
calendar to assist our team members with knowing what types of content to post each day 
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VIP Giveaway

We created a VIP ticket giveaway that would give free VIP ticket access at attend Tour Stop 
UGA to one lucky follower on Instagram that followed the instructions of the giveaway as 
listed. The participants were to follow us on Instagram and tag three people in the com-
ments below our graphic for the giveaway. Each comment that tagged three users would 
be deemed as in entry. We then used a random generator to scan through the usernames 
of the users that commented on the post to select our lucky winner! The giveaway was 
conducted from for 7 days from 2/7 to 2/14 allowing participants ample time to enter. 
Since physical tickets will not be given out until the day of the event at the door, our win-
ner will be able to give their name and will be granted access at the door.

Crisis Communication 
Ticket Incident

Tickets were announced to go live on February 21st, but due to a misunderstanding be-
tween some of our contacts, we were informed that the ticket link was sent out to po-
tential ticket holders the day before. This resulted in an unexpected crisis which required 
prompt communication through social media to address this issue. We decided to get 
ahead of this issue by announcing that our tour bus was comprised and as a result, tickets 
were leaked. Our top priority was to make this event appear as if it was a planned market-
ing event. Overall, it was well received and generated many ticket sales.

“We decided to get ahead of this issue by 

announcing that our tour bus was 

comprised and as a result, tickets were 

leaked.”

“
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Fundraising and sponsorships

The fundraising efforts were split into two different parts. The first part was to secure cor-
porate sponsors for the panels, and this was taken on by the executive directors of Tour 
Stop. The second part was to secure food sponsors, and this was taken on by our PR cam-
paigns fundraising team. The fundraising team’s purpose was to secure enough in kind 
donations from local Athens restaurants in order to provide breakfast, lunch, and a snack 
for all the ticket holders during the Tour Stop event.

Corporate/Panel Sponsors

Grady College of Journalism and Mass Communication
 Sponsored our keynote speaker, John King.

Terry College of Business
 Sponsored our keynote speaker, John King.

Hugh Hodgson School of Music
 Sponsored the Publishing and Promotions Panel

Cox Media Group
 Sponsored the Student Networking Panel

Georgia Theatre
 Sponsored the Morning Mic Check

Georgia Music Foundation
 Sponsored the Technology Panel

Tazikis Mediterranean Cafe
 Sponsored Intermission (Lunch)

Trumps Catering
  Sponsored the Entertainment Law Panel

Food Sponsors

Our primary food sponsors were Taziki’s Mediterranean Cafe and Trumps Catering because 
they had promised us at least $500 worth of food for our event. Due to such sizeable do-
nations, they also got to be considered panel sponsors. 

fundraising tour stop
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Tazikis Mediterranean Cafe is a privately owned franchise located in Athens, GA. The own-
er, Whit Richardson, is heavily involved in serving the Athens community through philan-
thropic and volunteer work. Taziki’s has been involved with numerous non- profit organi-
zations including Extra Special People, UGA Miracle, and Relay for Life. 

Trumps Catering has been serving Athens Clarke County since opening in 1986. Trumps 
is especially known for their delicious menu options, elegant presentation, and great ser-
vice. They work to cater various events from Weddings and rehearsal dinners, to corporate 
gatherings and UGA events. 

Our secondary sponsors included, Marti’s at Midday, Einstein’s Bros. Bagels, and Ike & Jane.

Donations

Taziki’s Mediterranean Cafe donated a $500 discount to our lunch purchase.

Trumps Catering donated assorted bagels and cream cheese spreads.

Marti’s at Midday donated a platter of fresh fruit, chicken salad, pimento cheese, and pita 
chips.

Einstein’s Bros. Bagels donated 30 assorted bagels and cream cheese spreads.

Ike & Jane donated 50-60 assorted donuts.

Benefits

In return for their kind donations, Taziki’s and Trumps Catering had their logo projected 
on the screen behind the panel for the duration of their panel sessions (40-60 minutes), 
as well as on the website, social media channels, printed set list, and event t-shirt. These 
sponsors also received event t-shirts and two VIP event passes which permitted access to 
the best seating of the event, food and drink before and after each session, and access to 
networking following the conclusion of each of the panel discussions.

As secondary sponsors, Marti’s at Midday and Einstein Bros. Bagels had their logos on the 
website, promoted on our social media channels, printed on the set lists, and on the table 
adjacent to their donation.

fundraising tour stop

tour stop
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Challenges

Lack of Communication

The first challenge we encountered was a lack of communication with the businesses. 
Going into the store with our food sponsorship sheet was not as effective as we hoped 
because most of the time the manager, who actually makes decisions about sponsorships, 
was not in the store and the college employees behind the counter had no say in the 
decision. After multiple attempts, we weren’t always able to track down the managers and 
usually had to resort to emailing them or making online requests through their websites, 
which also gave us no guarantee of ever hearing back. Sometimes it took multiple emails 
and/or phone calls before getting in touch with them. 

Competition

While we originally thought securing donations from Athens restaurants was going to be 
easy because there are so many, we quickly realized how much competition we were up 
against to receive their donations. Most of the popular restaurants in Athens are asked 
once or twice a week to make a donation to Greek organization events, philanthropy 
events, on-campus events, and local Athens events, so they can’t say yes to everyone. This 
meant that we really had to sell our event to these restaurants. We had to prove that our 
event had value, was unique, and was something that they wanted their name attached to. 

Estimating Donation Size

When asking for donations, we struggled with figuring out how much we needed. Since 
the event was from 9-4 on a Friday with a lot of possibility for conflicts, we didn’t know 
at what times all of our guests would be there. We struggled with if we needed to have 
enough breakfast, lunch, and snack as if every participant was going to be there all day, or 
if we should try to estimate what we thought the crowds would be like at different times of 
the day. In the end, we had a lot of leftover food, but decided that was better than having 
not enough food.

Lack of Commitment

When asking for donations, we learned that businesses do not feel the same sense of 
commitment as they would with a paying customer. We had a hard time getting business-
es to commit to their donations. For example, Trumps catering had originally promised us 
$823 worth of donated food for breakfast. However, on the day of Tour Stop we received a 

fundraising tour stop
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donation from Trump’s that was well under their original guarantee. Based off of the dona-
tion we were expecting, we had already provided Trumps Catering with all of the benefits 
of being a Panel Sponsor. However, on the morning of the event it was too late to remove 
Trumps as a primary sponsor, even though their final donation did not meet the standards 
to be considered one. 
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“Most of the popular restaurants in 

Athens are asked once or twice a week to 

make a donation to Greek organization 

events, philanthropy events, on-campus 

events, and local Athens events, so they 

can’t say yes to everyone.”“
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Direct Marketing

The goal of any direct marketing initiative is to pull in the target audience through interper-
sonal communication. For Tour Stop, this was no different. However, the issue of trying to 
disseminate our message across a huge college campus to a very select audience present-
ed its own set of unique challenges that we had to tackle.

For ease and convenience, we effectively split our audience into two distinct segments. 
The segmentation is not reflective of our target audience as a whole, however. This dis-
tinction was only made for the purposes of direct marketing. The primary segment was 
composed of Tour Stop’s ideal candidates: the music business students. They were our 
networking priority and we aimed to reach as many as possible. The secondary segment 
comprised the entire student body of the University of Georgia. This was an event open to 
every student after all, and while we prioritized the MBUS students, we wanted to attract 
anyone interested. Because we had a very general secondary segment and a very nuanced 
primary segment, it was necessary to employ a diverse set of strategies and tactics in order 
to reach our audience. 

The Primary Segment

The means by which we reached the music business students was simple: go to their 
classes and give a short presentation at the professor’s behest. We had a running list of 
each MBUS class that included the instructor’s name, the class location and the class time. 
With this information in hand, we were able to coordinate a schedule amongst ourselves 
and visit every single class. Sometimes we tackled this solo, and sometimes two team 
members were partnered up, especially for bigger classes where one would present and 
the other would distribute materials. Small pieces of paper with a QR code linking directly 
to Tour Stop’s website were handed out either before or while the presentation was taking 
place. After describing the event, its benefits and its technicalities, we took questions from 
the students. Many times, the professors themselves were curious as to the workings of 
Tour Stop, and one had even taught John King as a college student.

These class visits presented us with some challenges. First and foremost was the coordi-
nation that had to take place. The ten of us have very different schedules throughout the 
week and we had to really find a way to utilize who was available. The presentation itself 
was another unique obstacle. While we had multitudes of information to share with the 
students, we only had a few minutes to speak (and we of course did not want to upset the 
professors by overstaying our welcome). This meant that the presentations had to be con-
cise and direct but still contain the necessary points that would appeal to the audience. At 
the beginning, we found difficulty with knowing what to say. Towards the end, practice and 
repeated rehearsals worked to our advantage, and we nailed it down.
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The Secondary Segment

We next had to tackle the prospect of appealing to a massive student body. The obvious 
solution was to set up tables, but when and where? We settled on the Tate Promenade 
and the Business Learning Community (BLC). Tate is a centralized location with thousands 
of students passing through each day, and the BLC contained a significant portion of our 
primary audience, the music business students. 

We tabled for four days total:  two days at Tate from approximately 11 am to 2 pm, and two 
days at the BLC from approximately 3 pm to 5 pm. These times were selected as high traf-
fic times for both areas. Students would be heading to lunch at the Tate Cafe or Bolton and 
getting out of classes for the day at the BLC. The setups were simple. Posters were hung in 
both locations and a prior social media announcement was made of the tabling sites be-
forehand. The BLC location had a laptop open to the ticket page on Tour Stop’s website, 
but for solicitation reasons, we could not do this at Tate. While at the tables, we handed 
out flyers and QR codes to passerbys. 

Tabling, like the classroom visits, presented its own hurdles and obstacles. Logistically, we 
ran out of distributable materials multiple times. Foresight did not predict that we would 
hand out so many flyers and QR codes so quickly. The issue of time was even more par-
amount. Where we had a few minutes in the classes, we had a few seconds at the tables. 
Under ideal circumstances, if someone stopped and was thoroughly interested, we had 
at maximum around thirty seconds to state our case. This meant that messaging and the 
approach was more critical than ever. Finding the right phrase to draw attention was a tri-
al-by-fire gamble that we undertook in real time. Body language and eye contact became 
a necessity. The approach had to be aggressive but not overly so, because people are 
continuously walking by with everything but stopping on their minds. It was up to us to pull 
them in, and we accomplished that. 

We also had a window of opportunity to pull in Grady students as part of our direct mar-
keting initiative. The Grady New Admit Celebration highlights the various Certificate pro-
grams, clubs and events that are available to student who have just been accepted into a 
Grady major. Fortunately for us, this was being held in Studio 100 on March 7 from 4:30 to 
5:30 pm. We brought along posters and QR codes, set up at the PRSSA tabling area, and 
distributed the codes to students alongside bags of candy over the course of the hour. 
Students were inquisitive about the event and many seemed very excited to attend. A few 
even purchased tickets straight from the computer set up at our table. This turned out to 
be an excellent and efficient way to garner interest within our own college and spread the 
word to students who crave new networking opportunities such as Tour Stop.
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conclusion

In all, over 1,000 flyers alone were distributed at Tate and the BLC, representing a colossal 
amount of impressions made. This resulted in a surge of ticket sales alongside the visits to 
the music business classes. In fact, the class presentations were cited as the number one 
source of people hearing about Tour Stop in our post-event survey.

Direct marketing represented a very unique challenge with an ever-evolving and experi-
mental set of solutions. In conjunction with our other methods of appealing to our audi-
ence, direct marketing was a supplementary means that quickly took on a role of its own 
among our team members. 
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“We can miss the things right in front of 

us because our digital landscape shifts 

with each refresh and update.”“
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day of

day of

day of + Schedule tour stop

tour stop

morning mic check entertainment law

technology

student networking

publishing & Promo headliner

intermission

9am - 9:30am 9:30am - 10:15am

10:45am - 11:45am

12:30pm - 1:15pm

1:45pm - 2:30pm 3pm - 4pm

11:45am - 12:30pm

Michael Crain, Crain Law Group
Michelle Davis, Davis Entertainment Law

Jonathan Peters, Grady College 

Welcome from Kim Landrum, 
David Barbe and Claire Taylor

Andrew Huang, Producer
Jake Lanier, New West Records

Ben Reynolds, Lamar Dodd School of Art

Kevin Cregge, New West Records
Rachel Kopp, Red Light Management

Tim Lane, Farris, Self, & More, LLC.
Kirby Smith, WinSongs Publishing

Ellen Mundy, WMBA
Berkley Myers, Starstruck MGMT. Group

Mariah Topel, LBK Publishing

John King, Musician
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Evaluation

The objective of our campaign was to promote Tour Stop as the best event of the year for 
UGA students interested in the music industry. 

Our first goal was to establish awareness of our inaugural event and the Tour Stop brand to 
University faculty and students. Our first objective was to provide information about Tour 
Stop to outlets within Grady College, Terry College, MBUS, Lamar Dodd School of Art and 
other related organizations. To make this a reality, we used three tactics: creating three so-
cial media pages on multiple platforms including Twitter, Facebook and Instagram to pro-
mote and cross-promote event by March 23rd, 2018, pushing Tour Stop event on related 
listservs and organization newsletters across campus by March 23rd, 2018, and having Tour 
Stop’s press releases featured in campus newspapers or news outlets. This goal was met, 
as we created Tour Stop Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook pages, we promoted our event 
and brand information through campus outlets, and our press releases were distributed to 
news outlets and campus organizations. 

The second goal of our campaign was to sell out of Tour Stop tickets and fill Studio 100 to 
the maximum occupancy. Our objective was to sell all 100 of our tickets ranging from VIP 
access to general admission to UGA students. Our tactics included promoting the ticket 
link through three social media channels by March 23rd, 2018, tabling three times through-
out the course of the semester at various locations across campus to solicit ticket sales, 
and speaking in ten Grady and Terry classes throughout the semester. Ultimately, we sold 
95 of the 100 tickets, however not only students ended up purchasing Tour Stop tickets. 
Parents of students and performers, as well as UGA alumni had purchased Tour Stop tickets 
as well. However, we did successfully promote the ticket link throughout our social plat-
forms, our team tabled over three times throughout the course of the semester at various 
campus locations, and we also spoke in ten classes within Grady and Terry Colleges. 

Our third goal was to build a strong following of members of our target audience on all 
three social media platforms. The objective of this goal was to reach 100 followers on all 
accounts by March 23rd, 2018. We created a VIP ticket giveaway as a tactic for growing this 
base of followers, prompting our target market to follow our accounts for a chance to win 
a VIP access ticket to the event. In the end, we ended up passing the goal of 100 followers 
on our Instagram page, yet the Twitter and Facebook pages were under 100 followers by 
our end date.

evaluation tour stop
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Conclusion

The inaugural event of Tour Stop was a huge success. To build awareness and interest, we 
utilized Instagram, Twitter, and Instagram, promoted Tour Stop through traditional media 
outlets including radio PSAs and press releases, and preformed direct marketing efforts 
including tabling and speaking in classes. Over the course of the semester, we were able 
to build a strong and identifiable brand and promote a clear understanding of what Tour 
Stop was to our target market. We sold 95 tickets to attendees, most of whom were Grady 
and Terry students, who got to spend the day with experts within the music industry from 
Nashville and the Athens area. The attendees were provided with breakfast, lunch, cof-
fee and snacks donated by local Athens businesses throughout the event. Each category 
of ticket holder got a unique experience, with VIP holders having access to an elevated 
seating area and expanded networking capabilities. The reserved seating ticket holders 
received spots in the first few rows in front of the panelists. General admission ticket hold-
ers were promised seating on a first come first serve basis, yet due to class schedules and 
time conflicts, the room never hit maximum capacity, and each attendee was able to have 
a seat. Our panelists gave influential and educational insights on a wide range of subjects. 
We overcame multiple challenges throughout the process and were able to see all of our 
efforts work together to create an event that will continue to inspire and evolve for years to 
come. 
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“Over the course of the semester, we were 

able to build a strong and identifiable 

brand and promote a clear understanding 

of what Tour Stop was to our target 

market. “

“
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post-Survey

• Which ticket did you purchase?
• How likely are you to attend a future Tour Stop event?
• Were you satisfied with the food options?
• What type of food would you like to see in the future?
• How did you hear about Tour Stop?
• What additional panels would you like to see in the future?
• What did you like best about Tour Stop that you would like to see again in the future?
• Which panel was the most beneficial to you?
• If considering working for the music industry in the future, which cities are of interest to 

you?

Results were obtained from a Google Form.

How likely are you to attend a future Tour Stop event?

0 10 20 30 40

5

4

3

2

1

7 (46.7%)

4 (26.7%)

1 (6.7%)

0 (0%)

3 (20%)

evaluation + survey tour stop
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which ticket did you purchase?

VIP
Reserved Seating
General Admission

56.3%

18.7%

25%
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Were you satisfied with the food options?

What type of food would you like to see in the future?

How did you hear about tour stop?

evaluation + survey tour stop

tour stop

0 10 20 30 40

5

4

3

2

1

12 (75%)

2 (12.5%)

2 (12.5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

More.

I think Tazikis was great! You could do something like barberitos.

Sandwiches.

What you had was honestly perfect!

No Preference.

More vegan options (fruit trays or veggie trays, etc.).

Nashville makes me think “southern” food.

Everything was great!

More vegetarian options.

Mediterranean.

Finger foods like sandwiches.

Tazikis!

It was great, wouldn’t change it.

I am graduating which is why I didn’t fill out the question about attending in the future. The food was great, I 

wouldn’t change a thing if I were to hypothetically attend in the future.

Same.

Everything was great.

0 10 20 30 40

Social Media

Instagram Giveaway 

Flyers On-Campus

Tabling

Professor/In-Class

8 (50%)

1 (6.3%)

8 (50%)

2 (12.5%)

8 (50%) 
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What additional panels would you like to see in the future?

What did you like best about Tour Stop that you would like to see again in the future?

2 Lunches.

Lunch, I literally showed up for lunch.

Unknown.

Loved the student panel and their willingness to be authentic and give advice.

Other music-related cities.

Great panelists! They had a lot to say with great questions.

Maybe one with an artist and his/her team that are independent of any agencies.

I enjoyed the organization of the breaks between panels and also the quality of the speakers.

A specific panel for publishing (not combined with promotion).

Live music between panels.

Vocal coaches/mentors or other aspects of the performance side.

The panels and the performances.

Agents/Managers for artists.

I liked the different panels and their opinions on the industry.

I liked the Law Panel.

The variety of speakers.

Concert touring managers.

The venue.

Not sure.

Intermission musicians.

Booking Agents/Venue Owners.

I loved the music in between each panel.

A&R, talent buyers.

Opportunity to talk and learn from panelist’s and laidback atmosphere.

N/A.

Music production/corporate PR for record label.

On management.

Unsure.

which panel was the most beneficial for you?

0 10 20 30 40

Entertainment Law

Technology

Student Networking

Publishing and Promotion

1 (8%)

3 (25%)

2 (17%)

6 (50%) 
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If considering working for the music industry in the future, which cities are of interest to you?

LA.

Nashville.

Nashville.

Nashville.

Nashville.

Nashville.

Nashville and Atlanta.

Atlanta, Nashville, and New York.

Nashville, New York, Atlanta, LA, Miami.

Nashville, New York or LA.

St. Louis.

Nashville or Austin.
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thank you to the entire tour stop team 
and sponsors.

campaigns team

Account Managers

Social Media

Fundraising, Event Planning 
and Public Relations

Copywriter

Creative and Webmaster

Ty Williamson and Brenna Bobinski 

Kayla Watkins, Jordan Griffin and 
Julia DellOrso
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Austin McCanless

Emily Johnson

Sean Stewart


